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**ABSTRACT:** Anger is a sign that evokes aggressive behavior. Aggression can cause emotional, psychological or physical damage to oneself and others. The objective of the current study was to determine the effects of anger management skills training on aggression, social adjustment, and mental health of college students. The improvements in aggression, social adjustment, and mental health are attributed to the reduction in aggressive behaviors due to education.
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Using Cross Efficiency with Symmetric Weights for the Method DEAHP
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The purpose of present research was study about the predictive role of the family internal factors in tendency the adolescent girls to internet addiction. In this study, 580 students that were internet users answered to the climate family and addiction to internet questionnaires. Results showed that there is a negative relation between internet addiction and openness communication, intra-generation interaction, and parent reflection. Furthermore, the study showed that females have greater addiction tendency than males. It can be concluded that the family communication is the essential factor in the prevention of addiction to internet. The parents’ reflection is valuable in the prevention of addiction too. Moreover, the education of family about internet addiction can be important.

Principals’ General, Maturity, and Leadership Skills
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The present study has been carried out by aiming at a comparison between capabilities of female and male principals in primary schools. The data exhibited that there is no significant difference between the capabilities of female and male principals in variables of three-fold administrative skills including general, maturity, and leadership skills. Also, the comparison between the gender revealed that there is no significant difference between them in all of the skills. Hence, the present study suggests that female principals can be appointed in all categories of administrative skills in primary schools.
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The purpose of this research is to study the relation of the effective factors on decreasing tax assertiveness and tax diagnostic difference in the companies. The data used for this research include 200 companies' annual reports that were listed between 2005 and 2009 in Tehran Stock Exchange. The results of data analysis show that there is a significant relationship between the prior period adjustments and tax assertiveness and tax diagnostic difference in the companies.
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ABSTRACT:

This research is aimed to identify and investigate the influence of institutional ownership on the growth opportunities and dividend policies. The regression results show that there is a significant relation between institutional ownership and growth opportunities and dividend policies. Agency theory may rationalize this relationship. In order to obtain a more accurate measure on the influence of institutional ownership, this research utilizes the variance inflation factor. The result shows that there is a significant relation between institutional ownership and growth opportunities and dividend policies.
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This study was performed to determine social-cultural polygamy-related factors. This is a descriptive-correlational study. The society has to control this phenomenon. Based on the collected data, polygamy is practiced in the Bastak city, Iran. Furthermore, the individuals' responses showed that sexual beliefs are effective as a subjective factor. Ultimately, the polygamy-related factors have to be controlled and the society has to be educated about this phenomenon.